Absrrucf-TCP suffers from low performance over Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. This is mainly because durhg phases of congestion, ATM drops cells wlthout taking into account the effect this has on the upper layer protocols. Two main algorithms, called PPD and EPD, were proposed in the past for'improving TCP performance. However, they address OM aspect of the problem, that has only small effect on the final performance. In this paper we propose an enhanced method tor packet discard, called Balanced Packet Discard (BPD), that improves TCP performance dramatically on congested networks and guarantees tairness among multlple conneetiom. We will show that BPD increases TCP throughput by mote than 25% compared to EPDPPD.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increased popularity of the Internet, TCP has become the most commonly used transport protocol. It is unlikely that this will change in the near future, because of the enormous amount of software that was written for it. For this reason, it is essential that ATM , which is likely to play a major role as a layer-2 protocol in the Internet, will provide good support for TCP. However, the interface between TCP and ATM introduces performance degradation, mainly due to the following reasons:
The timeouts pmb[em -When a congested ATh4 switch drops a single cell from a TCP segment, the entire segment is corrupted. This results in an upper layer packet loss rate that is much larger than the ATM cell loss rate. ' Consequently TCP often loses several segments from the same window, and can usually recover from that only after a timeout that significantly reduces its performance.
The corrupted packets problem -The rest of the cells belonging to a corrupted packet continue to travel over the network, consuming bandwidth and buffer space unnecessarily, because they will be discarded at the destination anyway. Furthermore, the transmission of these useless cells in times of congestion may cause other packets to lose their cells. The loss of cells belonging to other packets, due to resource consumption by cells of a corrupted packet, reduces the network performance significantly.
Two mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to address the problem of corrupted packets: Partial Packet Discad [I] (PPD) and Early Packer Discard [2] (EPD). In PPD, when a cell has been discarded, the rest of the cells belonging to the same packet are intentionally discarded by the same ATM switch. Still, some bandwidth and network resources are wasted while dclivcring the leading cells of the packet, which were stored in the-buffer prior to the loss. EPD is intended to save this bandwidth, by identifying in advance every packet that is likely to encounter a loss, and discarding all the cells of such a packet. These mechanisms do improve performance, but they suffer from low fairness [3].
[4], and their contribution is negligible when the network is not heavily congested. These mechanisms improve the performance of every packet-based transport protocol that runs over ATM, but fail to fulfill the specific requirements of the most widely used protocol -TCP.
In this work we present a new algorithm called BPD (Balanced Packet Discard), designed specifically to improve the performance of TCP over ATM by minimizing the timeouts problem. BPD takes into account TCP considerations when deciding whether or not to discard a packet. It therefore provides a much better support for TCP connections than EPD or PPD. In some cases the gain in throughputis 100% higher than when EPD and PPD are employed. We study the behavior of TCP over ATM networks, in two representative topologies. The study is conducted using the NS simulator from LBL 153 with ATM extensions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the timeouts problem, introduces relevant aspects of TCP and provides a detailed analysis of the behavior of fastretransmit in the presence of multiple segment losses. Section 3 discusses the corrupted packets problem, presents the existing schemes, PPD and EPD. It introduces the simulation environment, describes the tested topologies and provides simulation results for EPD and PPD. Section 4 presents the new algorithm, BPD, in details. Section 5 presents simulation results for BPD. Section 6 gives a brief overview of the new TCP-SACK extension and discusses the effects of combining BPD with TCP-SACK, along with simulation results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper, number of algorithms aimed at controlling network congestion, and recovering from segment losses. These algorithms include slowstart, congestion-avoidance, fast-retransmit and fast-recovery. Together they define the congestion window, cwnd, as an estimation of the maximum number of segments that can be sent back-to-back without overloading th,r nework. The TCP sender never sends more thm the minimurc: of cwnd and the receiver advertised window.
THE TIMBOUTS PROBLEM
The TCP sender operates in one of two modes: slow-stor? or congesfion-avoidance. The main difference between these two modes is the rate of increasing cwnd. The sender determines its mode based on the value of cwnd and a threshold value 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE called ssrhresh. As long as cwnd is smaller than ssrhresh, the sender operates in slow-start mode. When ssrhresh is reached, the sender switches to congestion-avoidance. During slow-start, the sender starts with a congestion window of one segment, and increments it by one segment with every acknowledgment received. Assuming an ack is sent for every received data segment, this results in doubling cwnd every round trip time (R'IT). In contrast, in congestion-avoidance mode, the sender increases the value of cwnd by for every acknowledgment received.
This is approximately equivalent to a linear increase of one segment every RTT.
When a segment is lost, subsequent segments are received out of order. An out of order segment triggers an acknowledgment carrying the same sequence number as a previous acknowledgment. Such an ack is therefore referred to as a duplicate ack. The sender attributes the first and second duplicate acks to a possible out of order routing. However, when the third duplicate ack is received, the sender assumes a segment has been lost. It then invokes the fast-retransmit procedure which sets ssthresh to +, shrinks cwnd to ssthresh, and immediately retransmits the missing segment. After transmitting the missing segment, fast-recovery takes over. The value of cwnd is set to ssthresh + 3, and is increased by 1 segment for each additional duplicate ack received. An ack that acknowledges the retransmitted segment sets cwnd to ssthresh, thus putting the sender in congestion avoidance mode, and defining the end of fast-recovery.
The scenario considered in the previous paragraph is the fastest way to recover from a segment loss. However, fastretransmit cannot be invoked when cwnd is smaller than 5 segments, or when the TCP connection suffers from a loss of several segments during the same sending window. In these cases there are not enough segments in the pipe to trigger three duplicate acks for every lost segment. Fig. 1 illustrates one possible scenario, in which two segments are lost from a window of 8 segments. There are enough duplicate acks to trigger fastretransmit for the first segment. However, because of the window being small, the sender cannot send enough nrrw segments in order to trigger 3 duplicate acks for the second lost segment. This prevents TCP from recovering using fast-retransmit.
In order to detect a loss even in this case, the sender maintains a retransmission timer. This timer is restarted when TCP sends a data segment. When the timer expires, the oldest segment for which an ack has not been received is retransmitted. In addition the sender shrinks cwnd to 1, enters slow-start and sets ssthersh to half the value cwnd had when the loss was detected. 'Iimeouts have a significant negative impact on the throughput, both because the sender waits idle for the timer to expire, and because it operates with a non-optimal window for il few round trips after the timeout takes place.
The retransmission timeout value, called RTO, Is computed dynamically, based on round trip measurements the. sender performs throughout its operation. Due to conservative estimation of the round trip time, and the usage of a coarse granularity timer, typically 500m, TCP often ends up with timeout values that are much longer than the actual R?T. Fig. 2 shows the av- erage value of RTO versus the actual RTT for several hundreds TCP connections we have studied by simulation. Since typical transfer times range from tens of milliseconds to several seconds, one timeout is sufficient to significantly degrade the performance. Later we will see that when more than 3 segments are lost from the same window, fast-retransmit cannot be triggered for the fourth loss, and a timeout takes place. With small window sizes, even less than 3 segment losses can force timeout. Therefore, TCP performance can be significantly improved by minimizing the probability for multiple losses from-the same window.
B. Analysis of fast-retransmit
In the following we analyze the cases where TCP needs timeouts in order to recover from losses. Throughout the discussion, we assume that the sender uses the maximum window size al- New segments can theoritically be transmitted now. The last segment sent so far is nl + W -1 + 6 -N. New segments will be transmitted after exiting fast-recovery only if
Fastretransmit is therefore ended with % -N new sent segments.
These new segments, and only them, will trigger duplicate acks Cor n2. Therefore, must hold in order to fast retransmit segment n 2 . This implies that if only two segments are lost within a window, the window must be greater than or equal to 10 in order to avoid any timeout. So far, the position of the lost segments within the window does not play any role in determining whether or not a fast retransmit is invoked. After 3 duplicate acks on nz, the lost segment is retransmitted, the congestion window size shrinks to 5 + 3, and the fast-recovery phase is entered. During this phase, -N -3 duplicate acks on n2 arrive. To conclude, TCP can recover using fast-retransmit with high probability only if 2 segments or less are lost within the same window. With small window sizes, even such a loss might result in a timeout. However, for !ong transfers and reasonable loss rates, cwnd is most of the time not so small. Thus, keeping the number of losses from the same window below 3 is sufficient in order to minimize the probability for a timeout, with the understanding that 3 losses are also acceptable, if the first two are spaced far enough. A conservative approach would be to minimize the probability that two segments are lost from a consecutive group of + 3 segments. In this case TCP loses one segment every F4+ 3 segments on the average, which accumulates to a loss of 2 segments per window, a loss TCP can handle without significant performance degradation. This value also ensures that if something happens and two close segments are lost, no timeout will occur, because the previous two segments itre spaced far enough. Minimizing the probability for two losses within a consecutive group of can also ensure no timeouts, if it is strictly kept. Our proposed algorithm, BPD, provides a way to space the losses far enough from each other.
THE CORRUPTED PACKETS PROBLEM
Since TCP is a packet based protocol while ATM is a cell based network, TCP/IP segments must be fragmented into several ATM cells. A special bit in the ATM header of an m . 5 cell, called ATM-layer-user-to-user (AUU), is set to 1 for the last cell of the packet. Hence the ATM layer can distinguish one packet from another.
At times of congestion, the buffers at the ATM switch are overflown. When the buffer is full, the switch must drop any incoming cell. Because the switch may drop only part of the cells of a packet, we might see cells of corrupted packets traveling across the network. When such cells are received by the destination host, they are discarded by the S A R (Segmentation and Reassembly) unit. Therefore, the network resources consumed by these cells are wasted, and other packets that could have ased these resources might also be dropped because of congestion.
An improved cell discarding scheme, called Partial Packet Discuni (PPD) was proposed in [ 11. According to this scheme, when a switch drops one cell, it continues to drop all subsequent cells belonging to the same packet, except the last one with the AUU bit set to 1. PPD requires the switch to keep state information for each crossing VC. This information indicates which VC uses AAL5, and whether to drop or forward the next cell of such a VC. ?his scheme practically "chops" the tail of a damaged packet, and in this way saves the network resources otherwise needed for transferring this tail. However, the head of the corrupted packet is still transmitted.
Early Packer Discard (EPD) [2], aims at saving the network resources consumed by the head cells of corrupted packets. EPD introduces a threshold on the buffer of the ATM switch, cal' :d EPD-threshold. The switch is said to be in an overflow darnger whenever the threshold is exceeded. EPD-threshold can be defined by an absolute number of cells or by percentage of the total buffer capacity. In [9] it is suggested to define the threshold by examining the slope of the buffer occupancy curve. When the buffer occupancy reaches the EPD-threshold, the switch discards the first cell and all subsequent cells of eve6 received packet. In this way the switch imitates a packet-based switch, which drops full packets. Since EPD is usually used in conjunction with PPD, for the rest of this paper the term EPD means EPD with PPD. In terms of implementation, EPD only drops the first cell of the packet, and then PPD drops all subsequent cells. EPD requires the switch to hold an EPD-threshold for every buffer, and to efficiently monitor the occupied buffer size.
First, we examine the performance and fairness of TCP over ATM assuming the 2 existing discard algorithms PPD and EPD.
We show that these algorithms eliminate the problem of corrupted packets, but fail to prevent timeouts and thus fail to significantly improve the performance of TCP. All simulations were performed using a modified version of NS Maximum window size is 64KB. We have considered two network topologies for our simulations. In both topologies there is one bottleneck switch, colored gray. This congested switch is assumed to have a buffer of 600 cells, and it implements some of the discussed packet discard mechanisms. The two simulated network topologies, called topology A and topology B, are shown in Fig. 4 . Topology A presents 10 incoming links, each of 75 Mbitls with a propagation delay of 0.3ms, and one outgoing link of 75 Mbitls with the same delay. This topology is practically the same as considered in [2]. The gray switch in this example is much more congested than the one in topology B. However, it is enough for this system to have one active TCP connection, namely a connection that does not wait for a timeout, in order to reach maximum throughput. This means that we can lose many cells, have 90% of the connections inactive, but still achieve maximum throughput. Throughput degradation in this case is caused mainly by cells of corrupted packets, that are nevertheless still transmitted, rather than from TCP idle times. Hence, in this case, low throughput can be avoided by means of
EPD.
In topology B the congested switch has 5 incoming links, each of 30 MbiUs with a propagation delay of 0.3ms, and one outgoing link of 75 M b i h with the same delay. It is clear that the gray switch might be congested, because it might receive cells at a rate of 150 Mbit/s, while it can transmit cells at a rate of only 75 Mbit/s. Assuming that a TCP connection runs on each of the 5 VCs, it is enough that three connections wait for a timeout to degrade the total throughput. In a such case only two connections remain active, and they can generate together only 60 Mbitls.
We stmt with topology A. Similarly to [ 2 ] , we define the effective throughput or goodpur as the throughput that is "good" in terms of the application layer. That is, the effective throughput does not include the various headers (in our case. ATM. TCP and IP headers) nor the cells that are part of retransmitted or incomplete packets. the switch invokes EPD when the buffer is more than 40% full.
The "Plain ATM" curve represents the case where no special cell discard policy is enforceable. Hence, for this curve and for the PPD curve, the threshold plays no role. We see that PPD has better performance than Plain A m , and that EPD only slightly improves this performance, with the increase of the EPD-threshold (recall that by EPD we refer to the implementation of EPD and PPD). Increasing the EPD-threshold above 70% in our case has negative effect because the switch has not enough excess space for storing the body of every packet for which the first cell is not discarded.
In overall, this configuration reaches fairly high throughput. The results are consistent with those presented in [2]. The reason for the high throughput, is that one active connection is enough to keep the congested link highly utilized. In other words, if many TCP connections are not active because their senders are waiting for their timeout to expire. the link is still being utilized by the other connections, and the total throughput is not affected. Note, however, that for smaller buffer sizes, [2] shows that PPD and EPD significantly improve the effective TCP limeouts have a minor influence on the overall throughput of the system in topology A because there are many competitors over the congested link. Hence, if some connections are idle, awaiting timeouts, other connections use their "bandwidth share". In order to examine how the different discard mechanisms really perform, we must test them in scenarios where the overall throughput is affected by timeouts. Such cases are characterized by an outgoing link whose bandwidth can be fully utilized only if most of the connections are active, as in topology B. In this topology it is enough to have three idle connections in order to reduce the maximum possible throughput to = 0.8. Therefore, the conventional EPD/PPD schemes cannot significantly improve the performance. Fig. 6 depicts the measured efkctive throughput as a function of the EPD-threshold for topology B. The EPD-threshold is given again as percentage of the total buffer size. The curves are similar to those presented for topology A, but they are much lower. EPD is again the better scheme, but here it achieves a maximum throughput of only 0.75. throughput. 
IV. BALANCED PACKET DISCARD
As explained in Section I1 and shown in the simulations results for PPD and EPD, TCP timeouts cause significant throughput degradation. When a segment is dropped from a TCP connection. the sender does not get an ack for it, so it cannot ad- vance its sending window. After sending all the data in the sending window, and without being able to advance the window, the sender remains idle until the lost segment timer expires. Then, the sender retransmits the first segment in the window for which an ack was not received, and continues with a window of one segment in slow-start mode. The sender may recover from a segment loss much faster using the fast-retransmit mechanism, where the third duplicate ack triggers retransmission. However, as explained in Section 11-B, when the sender window is smaller than 5 segments or when multiple segments from the same window are lost, there are often not enough dublicate acks to trigger fast-retransmi t.
0-
In order to minimize the number of timeouts, BPD aims at preventing multiple segment losses from the same window. In this way, it increases the probability of loss recovery using fastretransmit. BPD can be viewed as an extension of EPD, the EPD-threshold is called Lower-Threshold (LT) in BPD terms, and an additional, higher, threshold is added, called UpperThmhold {UT). When a switch drops a cell from VC i , because the buffer occupancy exceeds the lower-threshold or the buffer overflows, it drops all subsequent cells of the same packet (PPD), and marks this VC as "damaged". A damaged VC is a VC that has "recently" lost a packet. This VC is granted a higher priority over the non-damaged VCs in the sense that it is subject to the upper-threshold for some recovery period. The flow chart of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 7 . To see how this scheme significantly reduces the probability of multiple segment losses from the same window, consider a case of an EPD switch with a 5OKB buffer and an EPD-threshold of 50%. This buffer has an "'excess buffer capacity" (21 of 25KFL This means that as long as the switch is not overloaded, these 25KB are not in use.
However, when the buffer is congested. i.e. contains more than 25-awaiting for transmission, and some VC has two incoming packets, EPD would drop both packets. In contrast, with BPD the second packet of the VC has high probability not to be discarded, because it will be subject to UT which is higher than 50%. The immediate effect of BPD is that a damaged connection is given the chance to recover from the first loss, without immediate additional packet losses. The recovery period is the period of time during which damaged VCs enjoy a higher threshold than the non-damaged VCs. In our study, we represent this period in packet units. A recovery period of 5 packets means that after a VC loses a packet, it is subject to UT for the there is no practical need to make it longer than the sending window. In reality, even a shorter recovery period significantly decreases the probability for a timeout. space. However, if we take a look at some of the larger Cup values, 35 for instance, we see that from a certain point the performance degrades as the LT increase.
is because a larger LT provide less excess buffer capacity. The small excess buffer capacity is not enough to hold 35 segments of each VC that has lost one packet, so Ihe buffer fills up until UT is reached, and the switch starts discarding packets indiscriminately.
In general, BPD reaches high throughput in this configuration, and is significantly better than EPD. EPD reaches a maximum throughput of 0.741, while BPD reached 0.932. This is an improvement of more than 25%. The reason for this improvement can be easily seen from Fig. 9 : with BPD the connections are active 92% of the time, while with EPD they are active only 49% of the time. This indicates that BPD eliminates most of the timeouts.
Recall that in topology A timeouts almost never affect the throughput. Hence, for this topology BPD introduces only a minor improvement. Fig. 10 plots the effective throughput of the network in topology A when BPD is used, as a function of LT. Although the r e$& are very good, there is no significant improvement over IIPD. In topology B aiien BPD is being applied and the system stablizes, each TCP connection loses one segment every Gap segments. Therefore, Gap practically determines the maximum number of segments lost from the Same window. In a first glance It seems impossible to have such D RUarantW without an additional buffer. However, TCP is an adaptive protocol, that "senses" the network and adjusts its sending rate accordingly. When TCP loses a segment, it transmits the next segments at a lower rate. BPD will help Cup segments to be queued, allowing the congestion window of TCP to be opened, and then if the buffer is full, another segment is lost, causing cwnd to decrease and so on. After the system stablizes, TCP loses segments periodically, but almost never require a timeout in order to recover.
Every loss is recovered using fast-retransmit and the rate of the connection is reduced by half. Fig. I I demonstrates the above discussion. It plots cwnd of a TCP connection over an ATM network with BPD, as a function of the time. As can be seen, at the beginning the connection has no knowledge of the network capacity, and its congestion window expands exponentially without proportion to the network capacity. This results in multiple losses, that in most of the cases, cause a timeout. In the example shown in Fig. 1 I , a timeout does not take place, but nevertheless segments are lost, and fast-retransmit is triggered. After it recovers, TCP sends new segments at a lower rate, and after the stabilization point it 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE Rg. 14. Occupied buffer spacc of EPD (left) and BPD (right). EPD-threshold is 50% when EPD is used, and LT is 50% when BPD is used loses one segment every 25-26 segments which is the Gap that was used (this can be clearly Seen in higher resolution, in Fig. 
12).
After a timeout cwnd decreases to one segment, so we can determine the number of timeouts by counting the points at the bottom of the graph. In the case of BPD, we conclude that no timeout has occurred, because mnd never reaches 1. With EPD (Fig. 13) we count 18 times where cwnd reaches 1, meaning 18 timeouts during a period of 10 seconds. Although cwnd reaches lower peeks when applying BPD than when applying EPD, it maintains cwnd in a reasonable size for a lengthy period of time. With EPD ovnd reaches higher peeks, but suffers from timeouts, so the average cwnd size is significantly lower than with BPD.
A key parameter of BPD is the excess buffer space, namely the buffer space above LT. This space is normally not used when BPD is inactive. When a new cell arrives, and the buffer is above LT, this cell is accepted only if it is a part of a packet whose leading cells have already been accepted. Hence, each connection may usually have no more than one packet in the excess buffer space. When using LT of 50%, like in [2], there is still much space left. BPD makes use of that space to hold packets of VCs in their recovery period. Fig. 14 depicts the amount of used buffer space during the simulation time with an EPDthreshold of 50% in the switch that implements EPD, and an LT of 50% in the switch that implements BPD. We can see that EPD keeps the buffer constantly below the threshold, with only 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.O0 (c) 2000 IEEE minor breaks to the excess buffer space. These breaks are tails of packets whose leading cells were accepted before'the buffer was congested. BPD, on the other hand, uses this space more often and more intensively. This is because VCs in their recovery period consume buffer space of several packets.
VI. BPD IN THE PRESENCE OF TCP-SACK
A. TCP-SACK Overview TCP-SACK [ 101 is an extension to TCP that makes it behave more like a Selective Repeat protocol, rather than of being a Go-Back-N protocol. TCP-SACK can recover from multiple segment losses from the same window without a timeout, using a selective retransmission of the lost segments during the fast-recovery phase. The main idea behind TCP-SACK is that the receiver informs the sender of non-contiguous blocks of data that have been received and queued [IO] . TCP-SACK makes use of the options field in the TCP header of the returning ack segments, and stores there pairs of sequence numbers, each represent a single non-contiguous block.
The SACK receiver must indicate in every ack ;he block to which the segment that has triggered this ack belongs. Hence, it would be enough to report just one block in the SACK option in order to allow the sender to build an exact map of the receiver's queue. Still, 3 blocks are used in order to provide some redundancy in the case of ack loss.
The RFC of TCP-SACK [ 101 does not explicitly specify the SACK sender behavior. In [ 1 I] the authors propose the following scheme for the sender. The sender keeps an additional bit for every segment in its queue, called SACK-bit. When the server receives an ack with SACK info, it turns that bit on for every segment within the boundaries of the reported blocks. The trigger for retransmission remains 3 duplicate acks. Fast-recovery phase is exited when an ack for all the data that was outstanding upon initiating fast-retransmit is received, as proposed for TCPReno in [IZ]. This is in contrast to what TCP-Reno does: it exits fast-resovery immediately after an ack for the retransmitted segment is received. Upon entering fast-retransmit, the sender initializes a variable called pips to the value of the current window size minus 3. This variable reflects the number of outstanding segments in the pipe between the sender and the receiver. In TCP-Reno, cwnd was used for this purpose. However, because TCP-SACK may retransmit several old segments during fast-recovery, rather than transmitting only new segments, cwnd can no longer track the number of outstanding segments. Because it no longer aims at estimating the number of outstanding segments, but only serves for congestion control, upon entering fast-retransmit cwnd is shrunk to % $ and not to e + 3 as in TCP-Reno. The congestion window grows or shrinks exactly as with TCP-Reno. However, the requirements for sending a segment are modified. With TCP-Reno the sender could retransrmt a segment iT highest-ack+ cwnd > lost-sent. In such a case a segment is transmitted from the right edge of the window. With SACK, the sender can transmit a segment if pipe < cwnd, and then the transmitted segment is chosen from the SACK info. If no such segment exists, i.e. the SACK bit is turned on for all segments, the sender may send a new segment. The pipe vari- able only determines when the sender may send data, rather than when and what to send as cwnd does in traditional TCP implementations.
The value of pipe is incremented by one when the sender either sends a new segment or retransmits an old one. It is decremented when the sender receives a dup ack with a SACK option reporting that a new segment has been received and queued by the receiver. The SACK sender has a special treatment for a partial ack, namely an ack received during kast-recovery that advances the Acknowledgment Number field, but does not take the sender out of fast-recovery. For such an ack, the sender decrements pipe by two segments, rather than only one, for the following reason. When fast-retransmit is initiated, pipe is initialized to cwnd -3, foliowing the assumption that only one segment was lost. However, if several segments have been lost, pipe holds a larger value than the actual number of segments in the pipe. Each partial ack represents a segment that was lost before fast-retransmit began, which the initial value ofpipe did not take into account, as well as a segment that has just left the pipe. We first examine the results with BPD turned off. We check the throughput when both connections are Reno, and when connection 1 is SACK and connection 2 is Reno. The faimess index is computed as suggested in [14] : s, where is the number of connections, and xi is the throughput of the i'rh connection in Mbit/s. A fairness index of 1 indicates a perfect fairness, where each connection gets the same share. In a less fair situation, the fairness index will be smaller than 1.
We first examine the results when BPD is not used. As can be seen from Fig. 16 (a) , when two Reno connections are competing with each other, they receive more or less the same share. The fairness in this case is good, but both connections suffer from many timeouts and thus low throughput. When we replace one Reno connection with a SACK connection, we see that the SACK connection has huge advantage over the Reno connection in terms of throughput. It experiences only three timeouts, and reaches fairly high throughput, as opposed to Reno that suffers from 34(!) timeouts. Reno cannot compete against SACK in preventing timeouts. so it is left behind with much lower throughput. This results in a very low fairness index, and in low overall throughput.
When applying BPD, we expect that the number of timeouts will decrease dramatically, allowing Reno to compete with SACK, and the overall throughput to increase. We set the following BPD parameters: lower-threshold= 0.4, upper-threshold = 0.9, Gap = 20. Fig. 16 (b) summerizes the results. Indeed, BPD eliminates all the timeouts in both cases. Without timeouts, Reno competes SACK as equal, and both get almost the same bandwidth share. Moreover, the overall utilized bandwidth is almost 100%.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has shown that the poor troughput TCP achieves in ATM networks can be attributed to two main reasons: transmission of useless cells from corrupted packets, and timeouts. The first problem has been fixed by previously proposed discard policies called PPD and EPD. However, in many cases, these schemes have little effect on the throughput, which remains low because of the timeouts problem. A new discard policy, called BPD, was introduced. BPD spaces segments losses far from one another, resulting in almost no timeouts. BPD significantly improves performance compared to EPD+PPD and achieves almost the maximum possible throughput.
The paper has shown that in contrast to the standard TCPReno, the new TCP option, called SACK, enables to achieve maximum throughput even without BPD. However, without BPD when a TCP-Reno and a TCP-SACK share the same links, the SACK connections get much more throughput and the overall bandwidth is not fully utilized. In the presence of BPD, the two Connections get equal share of the bandwidth because BPD eliminates the advantage of SACK over Reno. Moreover, the overall bandwidth is fully utilized by all the connections.
